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SulrnrARY --- _-_ 

Systematic low-speed tunnel tests have been made on wing-body 
combinations vnthout tail plane, to fmd the effect of the body on 
cm0 

and aerodynamic centre position. Model variations included front 
and rear body length, body diameter, depth and nose shape, wing height 
and angle, wing root fillet and wing aspect ratio. The wing was not 
swept back. Dlmcnsrons <rere based primarily on those of current civil 
aircraft. 

The results shoved that the change in aerodwic centre position, 
Kn, varies linearly with front body length and m a secondary ad&tional 
;iay viith rear body length; it is virtually independent of wing angle and 
height. The change in Cm, varies linearly with wxng-body angle and 
roughly with the volume of revolution of the bo% planform; wing height 
and fore-and-aft position on the bcdy have only secondary effects. :fing 
root fillet effects are small on K, but appnciable on Cmo. 

Values of the body effects on Kn and Cmo, calculated by simple 
impulse theory, were found tc agree with the test results III some respects, 
but to disagree zn others. Usmg this theory as a guide to the correct 
parameters, semL-empirical formulae have been produced for prediction on 
other aircraft designs. 

The effects calculated by these formulae have been compared mth 
values measured on YRI‘ZOUS wind tunnel models. For the change in Kn, 
agreement z.s obtamed to within2 O.OC5 in most cases. For the change 
in Omo I the formula satisfies the present test results, but badly 
underestimates most of the ad hoc measurements. Thus, while the predic- 
'non of the change in Kn IS reasonably satisfactory, some of the Cm0 
effects still require explanatron. 

The fillet effects have been analysed as far as possible, but very 
little work was done ,?nci the formulae presented can only be regarded as 
a stop-gap until further information is available. 
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1 Introduction 

The series of systematic tests described in this report was made 
to find. the effect of the body of' an aircraft on the wing aerodynamic 
centre position and the value of Gmo at low Mach number. The lengths 
of the bodies tested ahead and aft of the wing were larger, relative 
to wing chord, than those on which previous empirical rules (Refs.1 
and 2) had been based. The main type of aircraft with a long body 
relative to wing root chord is the transport aircraft vnth pressurised 
cabin, and the dimensions of the models tested were based primarily 
on present-day designs with bodies consisting of a central cylinder of 
constant diameter, with an elliptic nose feiring, and a rear foiring 
tapering to a point. In order to make the investigation more complete, 
the programme was extended to include measurements with a deep body and 
with a wing of smaller aspect ratio. The effoat of wing sweepback was 
not included in the present investigation: a theoretical treatment of 
the effect of swecpbaok on body pitching moment is given in Ref.9. 

Some preliminary results have already been given in Ref.3, but 
these are all included in full here, and the earlier note is now 
superseded. 

&is report 'doscribes the tests made (Section 4), compares the 
resolts with the answers obtained from existing methods of estimation 
(Se&ion 5) and gives (Section 6) new rules for the prediotion of body 
effects. To facilitate use of the charts, a summary is given in - 
Suction 7 of the methods to bo used and of their validity as found by 
comfwnng with existing model data. 

2 Rani>,e of tests 

IiLft, drag an.3 pitching moment were measured over a, range of 
umdenae for the following model conditions. No fin, toil plane or 
nnaallas were represented. 

(1) Wz;;)alone, aspect ratio = 10 (large span wang) and 5 (sm.11 spm 
. 

(2) With ati -rithout cabin on one body ,length. All further tests 
made without cabin. . 

(3) Ecdy of revolution, 9 in. msx. dia. Large span wxng (A = 10). 
4 front and 4 rear lengths;- 

Low-wing:- geometric wing+ody angles of O" and 4’ (&, = 7-O, GoI* 

Mld-wing:- geometrxo wing-body angles of 0' and &o (& = 2', 6'). 

High-wing:- geometrio wing-body angle of 0' (iw = 2'), 

where iw = angle bet&en body axis and wing no-lift line. 
Most of the low wing measurements wore m&c with wing root fillets 
fitted. 

(4) Fillets .of various SLZOS nncl reflex, tested on low wing, 9, in* dia. 
bodies. 

(5) Turned-u&war body, on lcw and high wing, 
lengths, V'in. dia. bodies, 

several,rcnr body 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
3 

Blunter nose fsoring, low winy, two front body lengths, 9 in. dia. 
bodies. < 

13.5 in. dia. bodies, mid-wing, two front ard two rear lengths. 

4.5 in. dia. b&es, as (7). 

13.5 in. deep x 9 in. tide bodies, as (7). 

Small span wing (A = 5) 9 in0 dia. bodies, tid-wing, two front 
and two rear lengths. 

Sal1 span wing, 4.5 in* dx~. bodies, as (10). 

Model details 

The bodies of maximum diameter 9 in., on which the majority of the 
tests were made, are detailed in Table I and Pig.1. Comparative 
dimensions of several transport aircraft, which were used as a basis 
for the model dimensions, are given in Table II. The models consisted 
of a straight-tapered wing of mean chord 9,9 in. ati with zero sweepback 
at quarter-ohord, and a central cylindrical portion of body of variable 
length, with end fairings. Both the four front and the four rear body 
lengths differed from one another by increments of 6.3 in. The nose 
fairing was a semi-ellipsoid of revolution, on;2 the rear fairing a solid 
of revolution tapering to a. point, typical of thz shape found in practice. 
The same nose and rear fairings were used for all body lengths. 

The cabin used for the prelxninary test of cabin effeot is shown 
in Fig.3. The body planform was unaltered by the presence of the o&in, 
and the disturbance in profile in side elevation was moderate, to conform 
with typical modern full saale design for a large aircraft. 

The turned-up rear body is shown in E’ig.3. The original body plan- 
form was unaltered, and the new side-elevation was obtained by shearing . 
the symmetriosl fairing so that the top surface became horizontal. 

The 9 in. tide x 13.5 in. deep body models are shown in Pig.2. 
The plsnfonn was the same as for the corresponding 9 in. dia. bodies. 
The 4.5 in. an3 13.5 in. dia. bodies (also shown in Fig.2) were formed 
by scaling the locsl diameter of the 9 in. balies while leaving unaltered 
the fore-and-aft body dimensions. 

Pig.3 shows the small span wang. Except for details in tip shape, 
this was formed from the large span win&of aspect ratio 10 by halving 
all spanwise dimensions. The swwpback of the quarter-chord line for 
the wings was eero, and the section was 1% thick at the centre line 
and 1% at the tip, with 2% constant oanber. The wing sections used, 
NACA 2418 to 24J.2, were chosen as having sntisfaotory characteristics 
at the Reynolds number of the tests: 0,6 x 106, and are not typical 
of those used full scale. 

Fti.gd+ shows the wzng root fillets tested on the low wing-body 
oombinations. Three sizes were fitted, and these have been labelled 
"small", "medium" and "large". The size of the fillet likely to be 
fitted full soale would probably be "small" or "medium". The three 
sizes were made similar to one another, having equal increments of 
linear dimension between them. For the majority of the tests - the 
case called "normal" in the discussion - the fillet upper surface was 
formed from oiroular aros tangential to body and wing surfaces; the 
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variation of arc radius with chordwise station followed a prescribed 
rule which was the same for all fillets. In the tests where the 
amount of fillet reflex aft of the v~lng trailing edge was altered; 
the fillets were out ati rotated about the uulng trailing edge, and 
the gaps smoothed over with plasticene. The fillet lower surface 
was flat, and the fillet reflex angle, 0, is deflnod as the angle 
between this surface and the no-lift line of the wing. The reflex 
was (in 'general) 120 when iw = 2, and 160 when i, = 6 (i.e. the fillet 
was at the ssme angle'to the body datum). The angle between the wing, 
leer surface near the trailing edge and the no-lift line was about 11 , 
so the angle between the xing undersurface and fillet undersurface was 
always small., 

Wing-body angle was altered by rotation of the vmng relative to 
bcdy about the line contsimng the .parter chord point of the mng 
centre-line chord. Since the wing chord inoi$enoe for no-lift was 
measured as -2O, the two vring-body angles of 0 and 4O at which the 
tests were made correspond to aerodyndnilc wmg-body angles of 2O and 
6O, denoted by the symbol, +, and this latter definition has been used 
throughout the discussion. 
low&- part of Pig.4. 

This is show diagrsrmwtically in the 

Initially a transition vrir~ ws fitled round the body nose faimng 
but this was removed early in the tests, as it was found that by doing 

-60 loss scatter was obtained on tho p~tchmg moment readings and the mean 
Lnes-through the pmnts were not apprqcaab,ly altered. 

The tests were made in the No.1 ll& ft, x @ ft. wxnd tunnel at 
the R.A.E. batwen September 1947 ard June lg1$3. The wind speed was 
120 ft./sea., whloh gave a Reynolds number of 0.6 x lo6 based on wing 
mean chord, or 0.85 x 10 6 based on wing centre-line chord. 

-4 Test results and discussion 

In this section the test results ~1‘13 presented and discussed in 
reldtion to the series of systematic tests to whibh they belong. 

4.1 Test procedure and presentation of results 

The wing was tested alone at regular intervals throughout the 
experiment and thus any chnngos in thti datum characteristics could be 
detected. Such Changes were very small. 
the results for typical test runs 

lhg.5 and Table III show 
on the large and small span wings'. 

The incidence range oovered for the majority of the tests corres- 
ponded roughly to CL = -0.1 to 0.7, although in some oases read;Lngs were 
taken raght up to the stall. Readings wre taken at about every 2 deg. 
over most of the range> 

fitching moments are given about the mean auart,er chord point. 
Coefficients wei-e based on the am and mean chord of the wing planfom 
with the wing continued in straght taper to the body centre-line, since 
the wing was of this shape whon the body WAS off, This aLlows the some 
defimtlono to be used for all ,tests independent of body diameter or wing 
taper. The front and rear body lengths, denoted by the symbols m. and 
no, are measured relative to the leading edge and trailing edge of thas 
oentre-line vnng chord, co, f-or the same reason. For purposes of 
generalisation of the test results, slightly modified definitionsS~Of 
wing area and. front and rear body length are stated in sootion 6 of this 
report, but no confusion should nriso as different symbols have been used 

,, I, 
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when the change in definition occurs; m. and no and co are replaced 
by m;n and o, where c = root chord. 

Measurements of Cm for the vnng alone were subtracted from the 
values of Cm for the wing plus body at the same value of CL in order 
to obtain ACm due to the body. Some typical C, - CL and hCm - CL 
ourves are given in Fig07 to illustrate to what degree the curves arc 
straight; the slope used to define -AK, due to the body is that 
at low CL. The.experimental aocuraoy of -AK,, is about + 0.002 fo; 
the majority of the tests: In the ftw oases where some scatter occurred, 
repetition of measurements did not improve the accuraoy.S 

Par the main bulk of the tests, the results are given as -AC, 
and -AK,, the change in pit-hing moment at no lift and. the shift in0 
aerodynsmic centre, duo to-adding the body. , . 

In order to simplify the presentation of the results, the 
following notation has been adopted:- 

Front b&y lengths are nwbered 1, 2, 3 and‘4 shortest to longest, 
and rear body lengths arc numbered similarly. This is shown in Table I 
dnd Fig.1. 

c 

' To define a given model combination, the numbers are written down 
together, front body first; thus, (1, 2) moans wing with front body 
length No.1 and rear body length No.2. 

4.2 Preliminary test on effect of cab;n 
I 

The cabin, illustrattid in Fig,3, gave a shift of aerodynamic 
centre of 0.0025, dostabilising, and changed Cm0 by -0.0025. This 
result is recorded in Tablo VII. Sznco these effects were so small, 
it was decided to nmkc all further tasts with tho symmetrical body 
of revolution as nose fairlng. , , 
4.3 Effect of body mnd fillets on CL and CL max 

In Fig.6 it is seen that wing height has no effect on the lift 
curve for i, = 2' over the mngc used for the pitching moment measure- 
merits. The fillets alter the lift slope slightly. With iw = 60, 
these effects are larger, 

The results show no fillet is needed Sexcapt for the low wing 
position, and that a larger fillet L.C, needed with the low wing-body 
angle 

4.4 

than with higher angle. 

Change in aerodynamic centre position due to body (AK,) 

4.42. AK, for bodies of revolution, 9 in. dia., large span wing, 
no fillets 

This group contains the majority of the tests made. 

The aerodynamic centre movement due to body, without fillets, 
for the three wing heights and two w.ng-body angles is given in Table V, 
and plotted in Fig.8 against front body length; thzs length is ex- 
pressed as a multiple of wing centre-lint chord (co = 13.5 in.) in 
order to give a sense o? the model proportions. 

8. 
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In Fig.8 the ssme two dotted lmes dre drawn through each set of 
points, and represent the mean values for all the cases for rear bodies 

(1) and. (4) respeotively. It is seen that AK, due to body is practi- 
cally independent of vnng height and wing-body angle. This is supported 
by the tests tith‘fillets at two unrig-body angles (Section 4.6). 

Fig.8 also shows that there is Cl linear relationship between AK, 
and front body length, the body having a destabilising effect. The roar 
body length is of much less importance; within the accuracy of the tests 
this is also linear, and increase in rear body length also destabilises. 

The full set of body lengths in the low-wing case was only tested 
with the "medium" fillets fitted, because some sort of fillet is invari- 
ably fitted in aatual practice (see Section 4.6). 4 : 

4.42 Effect on AK, of turned-up rear body (9 in. dia., large 

The effect was found on tmgh vnng and on low xing with fillets. 
TIE results are given in Table VI. The affect is to cause a numerical 
reduction in -AK, of about 0.005, independent of rear body length. 

4.43 Effect onAKn of altering nose shape (9 in. dia. body, 
large span win&) 

Table VII gives the results of some brief tests made to compare 
the standard elliptic nose fazing of length 16.2 in., as used for the 
mejonty of the tests, xith an appreciably blunter fairing, also 
elliptic, of length 7b2.bn. The nose shapes are compared in Fag.3. 
The totalpody-front length remained the same. 

The chenge'in 
(11, 

-AKn smounts to 0.009 for the shorter front length 
and 0.007 for the longer front length, (3), the body being more de- 

stabilising for the blunter nose fawing than wsth the normal faring, 
for the same overall front body length. 

4.44 Effect on AK, of varying body diameter and depth 

The 4.5 In. and 13.5 m. dia. and the 9 in. wide x 13.5 in. deep 
bodies illustrated in E~g.2 ware tested with the nud wing at one wing-body 
angle for two front lengths and two rear lengths. To obtain an accurate 
overall comparison the corresponding models of 9 in. dia. were tested 
again at the same time. Simlar tests were made on the 4.5 in. snd yin. 
bodies.using the smaller s&n wing, The results are compared in Table 
VIII and plotted in Figs.9 and 10 for the large and small spsn wings 
respaotively. a 

The results may be summarised:- 

(a) The 9x13.5in. bodies give v&&s of -AK, which on the average hre 
i$ numerically larger thJn the corresponding 9 m. dia. body values,, 
showing that increase of body depth has very little overall effect, so ' 
that body destabilxing depends'slmost entirely on planform. ' 

(b) AK, varies approximately as D la6 for the range of dasmeters tasted. 
The ratios are given in Tabk VIII, which shows they are independent of 
body length and arc the ssme for both the large and the small span wings. 

The effect of wing span is considered further in sectzon 5 below. 
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l&5 Ohangc in the vclue of ACmo due to body 

4.51 Ai&, for bodies of revolution, 9 in. dia., large span bung, 

no fillets . 

The change in Cm0 due to body without fillets for the three wing 
heights and two wing-body angles is given in Table 5, and plotted in 
Fig.11 and 12 against total body length L. This parameter is used 
rather than front bcdy length (used for graphs of AKn) beoause front 
and rear body length are found to be of the same order of importance 
for ACmo; the length L is plotted as a multiple of wing centre-line 
chord, co. Only a few points with low-wing were obtained without 
fillets, the full range being tested with fillets (see 4.6). 

. 
In Fig.11, where tha no-fillet results for tho three wing heights 

are compared at one wing-body angle, in = 20, the points for high wing 
lie on the graph in a pattarnnotunlike a parallelogram (exoept for body 
(4,4), in which case the point IS low,). The first short series on the 
mid-wing (set ii) ke fairly well on a lme, except for (1,4) and (2,4), 
which are low. The second short 881'163s (set B - made as a check test 
at a later stage) gave points lying in a narrow parallelogram f,ormation. 
The two sets are shown superimposed in the lower part of Eg.12. In 
the ease of the low-wing, the few points obtaned lie on a strsaght 
line except for (3,4) and (4,4), which are low. 

There is thus a s&pence from low wing to high wing. The straight- 
line formation of the low-wing series means that5Cmo is independent of 
wing fore-and-aft position of the body. &~'the wing moves higher ui, the 
body, the contribution to'ACmo of the rear body becomes less (slope of 
constant-front-length liner decreases) while the contribution of the . 
front body beocmes more .(slopc of constant-rear-length line moreases). \ 
QJ all cases the longest r-car body, No,4, shows signs of contributing 
proportionately too little to ACmo compared with shorter rear bcdy a 
lengths. The duality of the results for mid-wing suggests a small 
degree of instability of the flo?? over the rear body, as if this is a 
borderline case between two different regimes of flow. 

The effect of wing height on tho rear body oontributibn to 
can be explaned by reference to the diagrams of Fig.13. In the 

ho 

ease of the low wing the wing wake misses the roar body, at&as the 
wing moves from low to high posrtion, the wing wake moves up over the 
rear body. This is because, at zero lift, the body is nose down. In 
the high-wing position we mq expect the wing wake to door-ease the rear 
body lift by thickening the body boundary layer, and to replace it by 
an increased drag force. The lift and drag on the front body vsill not 
be affected by the position of the wmg. The moment arms of the lift 
forces are independent of wing height, but the drag moment s.nns depend 
on wing height, as shovil: in fig.13. Thus, on changing from 1avvFing 
to bgwng, front body nose-dovm pitching moment is reinforced due 
to inorease of drag moment arm, while r-car body nose-dovm pitching 
moment is reduced due to decrease of lift. It is impossible to say 
what the effeot of rear body drag is, as it depends on the length of 
the mcment arm and the amount of drag increase. 

The aerodynamic centre was not affected by wing height because ; 
the whole contribution of the rear body to AK, is so small that changes 
would hardly be noticed, while the suggested change in front bodydrag arm 
will not appreciably ‘affect AKn if the increase in front body drag . 
with~body incidence is small. 

10. 



The explanation given above is only suggested as satisfyrng the 
observed results, and it has not been substantiated experimentally. ' 
However, the sensitiveness of the flow over the rear body to disturb- 
ing influences in the position of the wing is illustrated by some 
tests descriwd. in Ref.4, where'the pitching moment and lift 'on an ' 
inclined torpedo were appreciably different ?ritti a thin wire or 
central spindle suspension. 

In Fig.11, the lines joining (1,l) (2,2), (3,3) and (4,4) for 
high and nud vring (B), and the mean lines through the points for rmd~ 
wing, set A, and low wing, all lie close to one another. Thus the 
effects desoribed~arc relatively small and to a first approximation, 
ACmo due to body is independent of wing height. 

In Fig.12, where the effect of wing-body angle is shown for rmd 
wing, the points at iw = 60 form a parallelogram with values closely 
equal to 3 times the corresponding values at iw G 20. This 1s shown 
clearly by Pig.14 where some of the values of -ACmo are crors-plotted 
against &, including the three cases measured with lov" wing, no fillets. 

This indicates that AC,, due to body varies directly with i,v, 
the angle between body axis and wing no-lift line. This result is 
supported by the tests described in Rsf.17. 

4.52 Effect on ACmo of turned-up rear body (9 in. dia., large 

The cases tasted with turned-up rear body are compared with the 
corresponding symmatncalbodi~s in Table VI and Tig.17. The effect 
is to decrease -A&o numerically. 1.~. give a nose-up pitching moment. 
The change varies from 0.0015 to 0‘0065; the value increases with rear 
body length, and thcro is a tendency to increase with wing-body angle; 

4.53 Effect on ACmo of allering nose shape '(9 in. dia. body,' ' 
/’ . large span wing) 

On replacing the standard nose faring by a blunter nose, as 
described in section 4.43, tho negative (nose-down) pitctung moment 
due to body, -ACm is numcncally increased by 0.0027 for the ‘shorter 
front body length yi), and by 0.0022 for the longer front length (3). 

4.54 Effect on ACm, of varying body diameter and depth and 

The 4.5 in. and 13.5 In. La. and the 9 in. wide x 13.5 in. deep 
bodies illustrated an Pig.2 were tcstcd with the mid wing at on3 wing- 
body angle for two front and two r-car lengths. To obtain an accurate 
oompwison, the corresponding models of 9 in. dia. were tested Lagain 
at the ssme ,time. The results are compared in Table VIII and plotted 
i'n Fig.+5 and I6 for the largc,and s1rm11 span wings respectively. 

The results may bc summxisod as follows:- 

(a) The 9 x 13.5 in. bodres give vnluw of ACm 
8.i 

on the avornge 1% 
larger numeric.ally than the corresponding 9 in. a. bodies. This t' 
shows that inorcnse of body depth h,rs little effect, so that body 
pitching moment depends mainly on plsnform. 
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(b) The effect of body size does not in this case follow a simple 
power law. The ratios are given in Table VIII. The values for the 
9 in. dia. and 4.5 in. dia. bodies are in proportion to 19.6 for the 
large span van& but for the small span wing the variation is as Dl.2; 
the variation between 9 an. ancl 13.5 in. dia. bodies on the large span 
wing is in excess of D2. 

The effect of wing s&n is considered further in section 5. 

4.6 Effect of wing root fillets on AK, and AC&,, (low wing) 

Various tests on vsing root fillets were made with lw wing, 
the 9 in. dia. bodies and large span wing. 

using 
The measurements can be 

grouped as follows:- 

(1) "lviedium" fillets, oomplete set of front and rear body leagths at 
two wing-body angles, the inclination of fillet to body being constant 
(TableIX). 

(2) A few tests with "small" and "large U 
lengths (Table X). 

fillets, with various body 

(3) Effect of altering reflex of "medium" fillets (Table XI). 

(4) Kffcct of varying fillet cross-scotion (Tdble XI). 

In each case the. model had similar fillets in port and starboard 
wing roots. 

The fillets havo been described in seation 3 and are illustrated 
in Pi 
at 10 8 

-4. For group (1) above, the fillet lcwer surface was rcflexLd 
to the body axis for both wing-body angle settings, so that the 

reflex relative to the wing altered by 4' in changing from i.%v = 2' to 
6' (reflex angles, 8, = 120 and 160). 

(a) Fillet size - Kn 

Fig.18 gives the meaaxmnent s with medium fillets at tvm wing-body 
angles. The mean results without fill&s are plot&d for comparison. 
If mean lines are drawn for rear bodies(l) (4), in the same manner as 
was done for ell the values of -AKn without fillets on Iig.8, it is 
seen that the fillet cffeot is to altar Kn by about 0.015 (stabilising), 
and that this is lndcpendent of body length and Cng-body angle. 

The individual readings, using the mean values without fillet 
as datum, are given in Table XII. 

In Table XII (but not plotted) are results for the large and small 
fillets, giving the change in -A&, as 0.018 and 0.006 respectively. 
It should be noted that the large fillet was tested in one hasa only, 
and that the value obtained is smaller than would be expected. Repeat 
values without fillet showed some variation, and in this case the mean 
curve used as zero may not be giving the oorrcct result. Thas fillet 
is larger than would be used full scale, and will not be considered further. 

(b) Fillet reflex:- Kn 

Table XII shows that angle of rcflix has no affeot on AK, due to 
fillets. 
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(c) Fillet thickness:- Kn 

Table XII showz that thew are ~norea~cs 11, Kn when tho fillet 
shape is changed from its normal deagn, b&h when it is fattened or 
reduced to n flat plate coLncidcnt mth tho f'illct lower surl’aoe. 
The increases in Kn are rcspcctlvcly 0.008 and 0.013. 
in fill& shape are illustrated 111 I"1.g.4. 

Tho chLmgcs 

(d.) Fillet size:- Cm0 

Fig.19 shows thv masuranents of AC&o dw to botl> w.th small and 
medium fillets, together rnth the pomts for no flllots rcproduoed 
from Table Vi. 
onIi.tted. It is 

The one point for l:qc fillets, given in Bblc X, is 
seen that, whores- the offcot of fillets on K, is 

small and independent of reflex, body length and wing-body angle, 
the effect on Cm0 is comparatively large, and varies with body length 
and ting7bcd.y angle. In Fig,lT, while the no-fill&s case for low wing 
gave points lying more or less on a straight lint, tho effect of 
fillets is to open out the points Anto ci par,~llclogram formation, 
as provlously noticed for high wing, no fillets (Fig.11). One ox- 
plannation would bo that thu :tdditlon of fillets cnus~s n disturbance 
of the flow over the raw btiy in the same way as WLS previously 
suggested for the wing wake if the wing was high on the body; the 
negative lift in the wing root may ,~J.so be causing an upash over 
the roar body, hcnoo a doww~~~zd pltchng moment proportional to body 
rear length. The ollrvlgc~ of Go iiue to CAllets is given in Table XII. 

The smziL1 discrepancies between the "medium" fzllet measurements 
in Tables IX and XI for bodies (1,2) nr$.(1,4) are presumably due to 
the fillets not being raplaced at exuotly the some angle in the two 
series of tests. 

(e) BUl.et reflex:- ho 

The results are given in Tables XI and XII and plotted In Fig.20 
against angle of reflex relative to wang no-lift linb, 8 . It oan bc 
seen that there is a linear relationsh;Lp with angle of reflex, and the 
results a~ independent of body angle relatlvo to rang. 

(f) Fillet thickness:- Cm0 

The resul& are yvvn in Tables XI and XII and. arc plotta? In 
Fig.20 against 0 . It IS now apparent that, ‘on thv smzW'~ilount 01‘ 
evidenoo avalable, the flat plate points lie on n line passing through 
0 = 0, whzle the normal-thickness fillets and fille+-out fillets form 
a. serie?, sho$.ng that fillet ttnclaess, i.c. camber, 1s a separate 
parameter to be added to tho flat plate results. 

An.attcmpt to derive generalised formulae from these results IS 
disoussed in section 6.2 and 6.4. 

5 Comparison of results with existzng methods of cstirnation 

5.1 Existing-methods of estiimtlng AK, due to body 

&J analysis due to Varren (Refel) of collected. experimentaLl d&o. 
was based on a comparatively small rance of front and rear body len&ho, 
and no attempt could be ,mo.dc from the avalablc results to sewato 
out the effects of b&y planform, wing aspect mtio or fillets. 

. 
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The systematic series of tests described in this report has shown 
that the rear body effect is much smaller numerically than Ref.1 suggested, 
and has the opposite effect; 

5 
increase of rear body length increases 

the destabilising effect to a small degree instead of reducing it, 
Moreover, it is novr,seen that AIM, due to body is not directly propor- 
tional to body width, as Ref.1 supposes. . 

A purely theoretioal‘approach to the problem was made by Multhopp 
(Ref.5) and oonsidered in more detail by Schlichting (Ref.6). The 
method is briefly reviewed, ~.n Its applicataon to the present models, 
in Appendix I. This theory states that m a purely potential field of 
flow both the front and the rear parts of the body are destabilising, 
ard if there were no curved field of flow due to the circulation round 
the wing, a geometrically simalnr front and rear bcdy would produce 
equal additive effects: however, due to the wing lift, there is an 
upwnsh which increases the contribution of the fmnt body, and a down- 
wash which decreases the cffeot of the rear body. The result IS to 
make the front body the dotinating par,meter, while the mar body, 
although still contributing in the same sense, is comparatively un- 
important. 

The values of A$, due to body am estimated by this theory in 
Appendix I, a& plotted in Fig.9 and 10 in compar?son vnth the test 
results for the mid-vnng models with tho three body diameters and two 
wing aspect ratios. It will be seen that the 9 in. diameter models 
give measurements in close agreement with the theory - the effect of 
increase of rear body length is accurately reproduced - but there is 
bad disagreement for the 4.5 m . and 13.5 in. diLmeter models. This 
is e 
a D'it*g 

ause in praotioe the varaation with body diameter followed roughly 
law (see seotion 4&+), whale the potential flow theory gives 

a n;! law. It appears, therefore, that the agreement between theory 
and practice in the case of the 9 in. diameter model is a coincidence. 

The theory states that AKn due to body is independent. of bcdy 
depth, and depends entirely on body &lanfornl. The results of section 
4.44 show that this is nearly borne out in practice. 

The small effeot noted on turning up the rear end of the body 
(section 4.42) would not be expected from the theory. 

The calculated increases in AKn for the 9 in. diameter bodies on 
substituting the blunt nose fsinng for the standard nose ftiring arc 
0.008 for both front bodies (1) and (3), with the longer front body 
giving a slightly smaller value than the shorter body. The measured 
values were 0.009 and 0,007 for the shorter ao?t longar'fmnt bodies 
respectively (see 4.43). ' 

On halving the wing span, z is left unchanged, S is halved, the 
upwash and downwash fields due to wing lift are altered, and the wing 
lift slope is changed. Carrying out the oalculations outlined in 
Appenduc I, the theoretical values AKn due to body for the two wings 
would be in the ratio 2.7 for all body lengths and diameters. The 
test results are seen in section 4.44 and Table VIII, to give ratics 
vaIying between 2.3 and 2.5. 

There is no existing theory or analysis of fillet effeots with 
which to oompare the present model data. ; 
5.2 ‘Existing methods of estimating ACmo due to body 

The analysis due to Haile (Ref.2) separated the low, mid and high 
wing cases into three different empirical relationships. The data'used 

f 

in the analysis suffered, as in Ref.1, fram the smallness of the rsnge 



of body length, and a miscell,meous array of body sizes rind fillets. 

The results of the present systematic tests have shown that 
wing height is not an important variable so long as fillets are not 
fitted (Section 4.51) and that fillet effects may be oonaiderable 
rind should be considered as a separate variable (Section 4.6). The 
results now obtained without fillets lie to a first approxamation 
about 5% above the line given in Ref.2 for mid-wing. 

'The theoretical analysis of Ref.5 and 6 alreadydescnbed in 
Section 5.1 and outlined in Appendix I gives the resultr- 

i, being in radians, 

revolution having the 

AGo = - 2 . TJol, 
so 

where Vol. is the volume of the solid of 
same planform as the body. The rosult is ^. . . independent of wing rare-arId-art position on tne ooay. 

The values of AI+,, due to body are estinmted by thas formula 
in Appendix I and are p otted in Rig.15 and 16 in comparison mth P 
the test results for the mid-wry modtls with the three body diameters 
and two wing aspect ratios. It will be sew that the experimental 
results for the 9 in. and 13.5 in. diemuter modcls.lic well below the 
theoretical, being only about 0.5 of tho estimated values. ,The cxpwi- 
~zntalresults for the 4.5 in. bodies agrco more nonrlywrth the theory 
(factor about 0.7). The amount of the disorepanoy varies because the 
theoretical values follow a I?2 law, inherent in the volume term, whzle 
the experimental values do not. The theoretical formula gives points 
all lying on a single straight line, independent of wing fore-and-aft 
position, wkle the experimental values only approximate closely to a 
straight line law for the case of the low wing (fig.11). 

The theory states that ACm, due to body is independent of body 
depth, and depends entirely on body planform. The results of 
seotion 4.54 shoirthat this is approximately borne out in praotiw. 

The small effect noted in the expmments on turning up the rear 
end of the body is not covered by the theory, which only considers a 
long sttight body. 1 

The calculated ohango inACmo on substituting the blunt nose for 
the normal longer noso is -0.004l. The measured values (see Section 
4.53) are still related to the calculated by the factor of about 0.5 
noted already for the whole Em0 due to body for 9 in.d;lsmetor models. 

The theory states a direct proportionality to aerodynsmic wing- 
body angle, iv{. It was shown in Section 4.51 and Pig.14 that this 
was in fact true in practice. 

On halving the wing span, z iS loft unchsngod and S is kilved, 
SO that theoretically the values of A'$so due to body arc exs&ly doubled. 
The cxpervnental values (Sootion 4.54 and Table VIII) give a multiple 
varying between 1.9 and 2.8, with a mean value of 2.2. 

Thcrc is no existing theory or analysis of fillet effeots with 
which to compare the present model data. 
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6 Application of the results to prediotion for other designs 

Up to now we have been conoerned purely with the results 
obtained in the present series of systematic tests. An attempt 
is now made to generalise the results in a non-dimensional form 
suitable for the prediction of b&y effects on other curcraft designs. 

In Section 5 it was shown that the simple potential flow formulae 
of Ref.5 and 6 are in some respeats supported closely by experiment, 
but in other respects, notably the variation with body diameter, the 
theory needs modification. Therefore, in the following analysis, 
the potential flo@ theory has been used as a basis where convcnrent 
and empir?os.l curves have been derived to tie up theory and experiment. 

Finally, charts are given for prediction purposes in Flgs.22 and 
23. Previous ad hoc experimental results are compared in Appendix IV 
with the values estimated by the m&hods derived here, for a number of 
aircraft models. There have not been many suitable tests made, and 
more data would. be valuable, especially on fillet effects. 

The methods of prediction derived here are summarised in Seotion 7. 

6.1 generalisation of the measured A& due to body (no fillets) 

As explsaned in Appendix I, a simple theoretical value of AI& 
due to body can be obtained from Ref.5 and 6 in the form 

-02 AKna - 
a6 

- (nose taper effect) + (rear body effect) 

- I 
. 

The second a@ third terms are both small compared with the first; 

the second term is nearly independent of t, vrh~le the third term is 
oompletely independent. This theoretical expression has been used as A 
a basis of the present analysis. 

It was seen in Fig.8 that mean values of AK, could be taken inde- 
pendently of wing-body angle and wing height, with no apprecaable loss 
of aocuraoy. These mean values for the 9 in. diameter bodies, and the 
mad-wing values for the 4.5 in. and 13.5 in. diameter bodies - all with- 
out fillets, and on the large span viing of aspect ratio 10 - have been 
expressed in a form suggested by the theoretical formula quoted above:- 

_ , 

The values of Alo are given in Table XIII for the three body 
dmneters, end the values for the 9 in. diameter bodies only arc plotted 
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in Wg.21 against front body length expressed as 2 .>' 
0 

The ratios, k, of the values of A,, for 13.5 in. and 4.5 in. 
dm.tneter bodies to the corresponding 3 in. diameter bodies, arc also 
given in Table XIII, and it will be seen that, within the accuracy to 
he expectedfrom the original measurements, the values of k are 
independent of body length. 

This atplysrs is repeated in the ssme Table for the.rasulfs on 
the small aspect ratio &ng (A = 5)Q Thevaluesof A forA= 
are written 45. _ 

It is now possihlc to ,plot in Fig.22 (lower right-hand side) the 
factor, k. which correlates empirically the variations vnth body diameter 
ratio, D/c. It is necessary to treat body diametc'r In a non-dunensional 
form, and mot chord. c has been chosen for convemence. The faotor k 
is seen to be independent of vsing aspect ratio. 

At the foot of Ta le XIII, B ccmpared in the ratio +? , 
the results for the two wing spans arc 

This ratio is 
AlO 

seen to be practically the 

same for all body lengths. In the lower left-hand part of Fig.22, the 
values of the ratio arc plotted ag&nst mng aspect ratio A. The dotted 
line shown is the theoretical relationship connecting AA, for any aspect 
ratio, snd AlO, and gives us a guide to the ccrreot curve connecting the 
points for A = 5 and A = 10, no that the experimcntjl results can be 

AA presented in the generalised form - . 
Al0 

In order to complete the genarclisation of the results, a modz.fied 
version of Fig.21 IS derived as follows:- 

The curves of fig.21 cannot be pro3uced indefinitely towatis the 
origin v&thou+. mcdifica'aon htcnust the nose of the b&y tcstod VQS 
rounded off elliptically throughout the first 16.2 in. of its length; 
this is equivalent to !$ = 1.26 ( t t actual value varzee slightly with hi 

small changes in c for various wing-b&y combinations). Obviously the 
existing curves of Fig.21 must be modified for %.c 1.26, because 
shorter front body lengths must hav2 shorter nose fairings. we w 
* The values of c, m ‘and n used throughout Section 6 arc derived by 
letting the intersection of vnng leading and trailing edges with the 
body planfonn define the root chord c. The wing planform is taken as 
rectangular inside the body, rind is not considera?. to taper to a rmxlmum 
value, "0, on the body ccntrc-lino, as was used in the previous parts cf 
the report. Throughout the presentation of the results in the report 
this latter definition of wing arca was used, as it would have been 
extremely confusing in compar?ng answers if tho units changed with body 
diameter and wing aspect ratio, but in applying the generalised results 
to other sircraftdesignsit IS likely to prove.much simpler and more 
1ogi.cs.l to use the definitions, based on root chord, now suggested. 
It LS also considered that the upwash and dovmwash fields which control 
the pitching~moments on the body must be functions of the wing planform 
outside the body only. 

The values of c, m and n, which nmr replace co, m, and no as 
definitions of bcdy length, vary slightly vnth body diameter cnnd wing 
aspect ratio. They are listed fully in Table I. The vnlucs of Al, ard 
A5 are of course derived from the measured AK,, which was based on 
SU of the fully tapered wing, by using the early definition of S and 3. 
The new definitions are illustrated by the dingrcma in Fig.21 and 22. 
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safely assume that the whole of any front body length with !!.? ( 1.26 
consists entirely of nose falrmg; the W‘TOP involved is liEely to be 
very small. It was &en (Section 4.43) that, when the length of the 
curved part was shortened f&n E = 1.26 (i.e. m = 16.2 in.) tom = 0.56 

(the equivalent of 7.2 in.), thz total front body length being haltered, 
. 

then the mean change in AKn on the 9 in. dmneter bodies was 0.008. 
This in terms of ho is equivalent to 0.35. Hence, in Fig.21, the 
position of the lines at $ = 0.56 is obtained by extrapolation of the 

present lines down to ths point, with an addition of 0;35 to the 
oorresponding values of Alo. This gives sufficient guide for dradng 
the our~e for low 2 . The required extrapolation is shown by the 

dotted line of Fig.21. 

A similar trouble arzses for values of 2 less than 2.1, because 

the last 27 in. of the models formed a fszring tapering to a point. 
Rear body lengths shorter tbn this would have to be blunter. We ' 
have no expenmentsl menswwnents to use, but sxnoe the theory of 
Ref.5 was seen in Section 5.1 to gave a good estunate of rear body 
effects on the 9 in. dismetar bodies, we can use the calculated vsJ.ucs 
with sufficient accuracy to obtain the lines of A, for n = 1 md g = 0. 

0 

The upper half of Fig.22 shows the values of Alo for the 9 in. 
diameter bodies replottcd in chart form suitable for general USC. The 
actual exptiental values of 5 have been replaced by round numbers to 
fsoilitate use of the chart. 

Summarising, the calculated value of AK, due to a body of 
revolution IS given by 

"$,=-Al, . 

AA where Al,, - 
( ) Al0 

ad k are red. off the curves of Fig.22, "o" is the 

root chord, at the Junction of wing and body, "a" is the lift slope per 
radian, and D, it is suggested, is taken ns the body diameter (or width) 
at the position aP the wing leading edge; bemse, in the case of the 
body which does not have a constant diameter, the valtie of D should 
refer to fPont b&y rather than rear bcdy since rear b&y effects on 
AK, are of a secondary oder. 

The other variables in body shape not yet considered are:- 

(a) B&y depth. The rtisults of 4.44 suggest that 7% might bo 
addd to AK,, for round b&es, if the clepth is increased by 50$. Hence 
the Nile " 

AK, = 
i 
round body value of equation (1) x 

where hlbodyde-pthntio. 
I 

D width 

[I + 0.15 q (2) 

. 
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b) Cabin. 
(Sect>cn 4.2). 

The effect was n-Eligible for the shape tested. 

(c) lkncd-up rear bode. In 4.42 it was seen that -AK,, due to 
body was decreased by 0.005 for any body length. This can now be 
generalised by making this e;l"valent to a decrease in Al, of 0.22 
for a fully turned-up rear* The effect is smell, and an intermediate 
degree of sweep-up could be dealt %xth by interpolation. 

been 
in a 
that 

(a) Diffc??znt body noso planform. Blunter noses have already 
considered ; the chan&es descrabed in Section 4.43 only resulted 
very small change in I$, due to body. It was seen in Section 5.1 
the potential flow theory of Ref.5 and 6 gave ths small change 

closely and, indeed, the theory agreed gute well with the model values 
of AK, for the one case of the 9 in. diemetcr bodies on the large span 
wing. Ths useful result suggests that the effect of a very different 
nose-shape e.g,. the long pointed cone of a supersonic body, could be 
calculated with sufficient accuracy by the mathod outlined in Appendix I 
so long as the result is ;rpplied in tht form AlC so as to make it subject 
to the,ompirical rules for body diamctcr and wing aspect ratio variations. 

(e) Different body rear planform The contribution of the 
rearbody tc Kn IS so sm111 that lie car safely ignore &fferences in 
rear body planform.~ 

6.2 Generalisation of themeasured AKn due to fillets 

The teLt results of 4.6 showed that the fillet effcot is'smnll Jnd 
is independent of wing-body angle, angle of reflex and body length. It 
is therefore basically 3. function of planform geometry of the wing, bcdy 
and fill&.' If lie oonsidcr tht. fillit to act as a rearward extension 
of the wing, and assume the effect to be carried right through the Wang, 
an apprdximatc expre:si.on ran be calculated for the rearward shift of 
the wing mean +m~.%cr chord point, The calculation is aven in Appendix 
II. 'This formula is setin in Appendix IV to agree satisfactorily v&th 
the systcmntic Los4 n&cl results for the "small'~ and "mecbmun" fillets, 
but breaks down for the one test r2;ult wzth "large" fillets. 

The test resul%s with flat plate and extra-tlnck fillet do not 
gj.ve enough information to m&e any generalisations about the effect 
of fillet thickness. Quite possibly the affect observed with the 
flat plate fillet was due in part to 2 ~/s.ke from the wing-body junction 
affecting the f'lc~v OWL :he,rear part of the body. 

6.3 Generalisation of the m~;tsurcdA~,~ due to body - no fillets 

Since, for all bcdles withcut fillets, there was no measurable 
change of zero lift angle corn&red with the -ting alone, the wing 
itself is at zero 1ifL when we are measuring Ah, due to body. There- 
fore the only effect; the vriilg can have are interference effects due 
to the velocity inoremcnt rcund the mng (likely to be negligible) 
and due t,o the wake jnd distortion of the flow over the rear part of 
the body. Tlus h.l,ter co&l be cbgehred when low-, mid- and high-wing 
ccm%in&ions were oomparod inSection 4051. There was an effat which 
vczied r.$th,vting he;&, bd', the difftrenoos in the value ofA%o for 
a given body front and roar long-&h were quite small. The fifth column 
of Table XIV gives the mean values of -ACimo for iw = 2' for the three 
wing heights on the bodies of ievolution. The greatest error in 'sting 
a aeon is only O.OOi in the worst case, and most of the original values 
are much closer to tho mean than this. . . 



Apart from the interferenoe of the wing on the body at CL = 0, 
the only parameters contralllng the results must be the dmensions 
of the bodies themselves. In order, therefore, to present the values 
of AGo in a form independent of wxng dimensions, and since we know 
they are proportional to lw, the function f has been tabulated in the 
last two columns of Table XIV where 

f = (-A&,)X so 
VO1.L 

where Vol. = volume of body of revolution. 

Tbxs formwas suggested by the theoretscal values for A&,, (see 
Appendix I). We have ormtted consideration, for the time being, of 
the deep bodies tested or the bodies with turned-up rear part, and 
of the wing root fillets. 

The values of f for the three body diameters, the two wing-body 
angles and the two wing aspeot ratios have been plotted in Fig.23 against ' 
the body fineness ratio L/D where L = total length of body and D = body 
m&.mum diameter. 

It will be seen that the three diameters form a series giving ' 
values of f wtx.ch increasewlti L/D* For the 9 in. diameter bodies 
the points with wing aspect ratio A = 5 lie a little below those for 
A z 10, while on the L.5 m. diameter bodies the reverse is the case. 
It oan fhurefore be ooncludud that wing aspect ratio has no predictable 
effect. The points for thl; 4*5 in. bodies are rather scattered, but 
the volume IS smallest for ths oasc and therefore experimental scatter 
shows up most here. The lines xn F1g.23 join points mth constant N/D, 
where N is the rear body length measured from the v&ng quarter chord 
point. Thus is chosen as the poLnt of reference for rear body length 1 
because the wing aireots the pitching moment on the body only by dis- 
torting the flow over the rear body. It would therefore be wrong to 
expmss rear body length as the distance, n, from ting trailing edge, 
since this would eTroneous1y bring the numaxcnld-imensions of the wing 

. 

chord into the analysis. 

It is seen in tig.23 tha.t the val.as of N/D morease f=rly 
consistentlY from left to right UO~OSS the graph. 

The physzcal.lnterpretation seems 
body fineness ratio L/D, the nearer th2 

b&y approach the theoretical5 value 313 potential flow of 2 Vol. i, 

57.3 x $2 * 
which is equivslent to f = 2 = 0.035. 

57.3 
Also, for a given overall 

to be that, the greater thd 
actual vsJ~es of -13%~ due to 

length of body, the larger the nxr body arm N the more thr: measured 
value of Aho falls below the theowtx.cal. 

This variation with N, i.e. with point of reference of pitching 
moment, is not large, and the vnriations observed in Fig.23 due to 
change of wing-body angle or aspect ratio, are nearly of the same 
order of magnitude. Therofore a single line as drawn in Big.23 
seas a sufficiently accurate generalisation. 

Thus Aho due to body = - f' . v"l~Giw (3) 

where f is read from the struig~t lint: of tig.23. 
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Companson with available ad hoc data is male in Ap~%3ix IV 
where it is seen that this eenerallsatmn undercstlmates in most cases 
considered. 

The fact that there is an apparent small vnrm.tion with N/D in 
Fig.23 for d given L/D might need further considcratson in the o&se 
of aircraft with highly swept back wings, bccaus~ the question ~~riscs 
as to whether Nis being measured from the C.G. or from the wing r-cot 
quartet c+orJ point (which were coinpdent on the systematic test modal). 

The other body vnrrables ccvered by the prcsont scrm.es of tests 
are :- 

(a) Dody depth. The results of Section 4.54 suggest a rule to add 
1% to the values estimated for bod*es of revolution if thi depth is 
1.3 times the width. 

Tlus gives the formula 

AC+o = 1 round bmiy value frcm cqmtion (3) 
L I, 

X 

where h, - 4 body && ratio. 
D tiEtth 

(b) C;rbln. The effcot of the cabin tested (Section 4.2) was Wq small. 
Further expermental values Lwc avAilablc In Hcf,7. 

(c) Turns&-up rear body. The measured values (Section 4.52) suffer from 
experimentsl scatter. Oomparison of the ohalge in f&, due to turning 
up the rear body, wit11 the corresponding no-fillet vcllues of 5Om, due 
to body suggests that the effect could be represented by reducing 

,-ACmc numerically by one fifth. The effect 2s small and the rule secmo 
suffYoiently accurate, even if it has no physical le.u%iation. 

(Cl) Body nose variations. As discussed in 5-2, the effect of nose 
shape van&ions follows~the ssmc,rulc as that oi' the whole body, both 
being related to the potential flow ostzma%w by tie s&mc empirical 
factor. Hence the charts of FiG.23 autcmats.cally include any nose 
shape variation (synmetraoal) in the volume of revolution. No data 
are available on the effcot of turned-up or turnzzl--dovm'nose fairings. 

(e) Different rear body planform. On the cvidenoe of the paragraph 
above all rear planforms are included in the volume. 

'6.4 Generlisation of the measured &&, due to fillets 

Ri.g.ZC showed that the fillet effect ocwistod of a flat plate 
effect varyzng linearly wth angle of dcflecticn relative towing 
no-3-lft line, together with a thickness term of opposite sign, which 
was oonstsnt for all angles of deflection, and vdried with fillet 
upper surface shape. . 

It is soen in Appendix III t!mt the flat plate results are larger 
than thoso which would be expected from a pl,L;n flap in the position of 
the body end fillets. By wntin'g the 21,cin flap estimate in a 
generaliscd'forin end. connecting it wath the test results by ompirioal 
factors, a formula has been derived which satisfies the model results 
(exoept for the one case tested with "large" fillets), but is not 
supported by thc'fovi other test results avollable. 
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7 Sm of methods of pre&.ction (List of notation given elsewhere1 

7.1 AK, due to body (no fillets) 

For body of revolution, AKn = 410 . '(1) 
. 

body destabilising, AA where A,, A- and k are given in Fig.22, and 
10 

require a knowledge 
bo%y diameter ratio 
width at wing L.E., 

r 

of front and rear body cvorhang, m/c and n/c,- 
D/c, and wing aspect ratio. D is taken as bdy 
a =lift slope per radian. For a deep body, 

~ AK, = ,roun&bdyvalue frcm (lq x k + 0.15 ($$! (2) 

where $ = body depth ratio. 
width 

For afullyturned-up rear end to the body (i.e. tapering to a 
pdnt on level of body upper surface), subtract 0.22 from b. 

For a very different nose shape from that used in the tests of 
this report, the value of Alo can be calculated by the method of 

4 Appendix I, and the empirical values of - 
A10 

and k applied from Fig.22. 

For a different rear shape, no oorrectmn need be made. Appendix IV 
shws god agreexnent with ad hoc test results, to +O.OOS, on AK, in most 
cases. i 

7.2 AK, due to fillets 
i 

Forn~la suggested is 

AKn= 
bpb + Lf)(D + bf) 

qsE 
(3) 

where .?f an3 bf are the maximum length and breadth of tke fillet 
outside bdy and wing as seen in planform outline. Fillets are 
st&ilising+ 

This holds for srrall and medium sizes of systematic test fille$, 
but the two ad hoc results available do not agree. 

753 Cm. due to body, no fillets 

For body of revolution, 

AC&, =- 
f.Vol.i, 

0 SZ 
(4) I 

being a nose-d-own pitching moment for normalwing-bo3.y angles. The ; being a nose-d-own pitching moment for normalwing-bo3.y angles. The ; 
factor f is read off Fig.23, requiring a kncwledge of body fineness factor f is read off Fig.23, requiring a kncwledge of body fineness 
rs.ls.0 L/b. rs.ls.0 L/b. For a deep bdy, For a deep bdy, 

&no = &no = 
[ 
round body value from (41 x 11 + 0.2 (!i$jj body value from (41 x [l + 0.2 (!i$jj (5) (5) 

where : z body depth ratio. where 5 z body depth ratio. 
width width 
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For a f'ully turned-up rear body,&Cmo is numerically decreased by 
one-fifth of the round-body value, 

Any nose and rear fairing shapes on bodies of revolution are 
included in equation (4) in toe volumt of body. 

Although these formulae are satisfied by the results of the 
present se~les of systematic tests, &Cm0 is badly underestimated 
numerically for most of the ad hoc test results investigated, the 
estimate being a half to two thirds of the measured value, I.e. C-Cl or 
0.02 too low. 
7.4 AC& due to fillets 

The formula der~.ved in Appendix III is 

( 
d&l AC& = 0.046 + 0.00 --&- (c + !d (D +bd 

L Cl lb ' 
- .I 

the first term being due to the ceflcx of the fillet lower surface, the 
scoond term being the effect of fillet upper surface shape. 

Ttns fits the sm%ll and medium fillets tasted, but needs more 
e.xlzewntc.1 evidence before it can be substantiated. 

7.5 Effeot of cabin 

The cabin tested hard ncgligiblc cffeot on L\Kn: it is probably 
satisfactory Lo ignore the cabin in gemral. AGo was increasd 
numerically very slightly by addition of the cabin; other data are 
available in Rcf.7" 

a Conclusions 

The model tests described here have oovcrcd the case of a body on 
a tapered wing without sweepback The changesin aerodyntic centre 
position, Kn, and in ho, duv to body, have been found for a range of 
body front and rear lengths, nose shape> body width and depth, unrig-body 
angle and heieht. and wing anlzct r;rtzo. The results may be sunvnarised:- 

(1) The main parameters affecting change in aerodynamic oentrc 
position due Co body are body frcnt length and width; rear length has 
a seoondary atided effect. It is practically independent of body depth, 
wing-bo3y angle and ting height. The front length variation is linear 
and the width var.i.atic;l lies between A L-Lncc.r rvld a s~uarc law. ClXlrtL 
have been oonstruotad which incorporate non-clbenni.onciLly the effects of 
the various parsmeters with good accuracy, On compzing estimates based 
on these charts tith results obttined in other ad hoc modal tests it XC. 
found that the ogrecment is within about,0.005 on Kn in most of the 
oases tried, the worst disorepanoy being 00024. 

(2) The change in Cm0 due to body vaz-zes linearly with the angle 
between wing no-lift lint and body 3x1 s, and the variation with body 
width is more scattered, but of t'lc same type as for the ohcnges of Kn. 
The effeot of wing height is small. The v&riations with body front and 
rear length arc oompliwtcd. CklSts have been oonstruoted which re- 
produce non-dimensionally the present test results with good accuracye 
It is found that estimates based on these charts for other aircraft designs 
give good agreement with model results in tl few of the oases exz&ned, 
but badly underestimate in most, the discrepancy being of the order of 
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0.01 or 0.02. The lack of more consistent agreement may be due to 
dlfficult~es in the definition of body axis in some cases, or to the 
effeots of large cab.hlns. 

(3) Tests made with wing root fillets of valious sizes, reflex 
angles and thickness, show that the effect on aerodynamic centre is 
small, but the effeot on Q,. may be considerable. Semi-empirical 
formulae have been derived. aonneoting the observed variations, but 
more work is necessary for a full understanding of fillet effects. 
l'he suggested formulae which are bawd on the systenmtio model test 
results, are not supported by the few ad hoc results available. 



NOTATION 

A 

a 

b 

bf 

0 

CO 

;; 

CL 

c, 

= 

K, = 

AK, = 

k = 

L = 

e, = 

change in aerodynamic centre position due to aiiditicn of bcdy 
or fillets to wing. Posltlve for stablllslng change. 

factor oonnecting @I$., for various body diameters 

total body Zuqth 

chord. of fillet mensured frcxn wing root ohoxd T.E. to 
junction of fillet ana body planforms 

M = 

m 3 

overall moment on inclined body in field of potential flow 

bcdy front length ahead o.C L.E. of wing root chord, o. 

wing aspeot ratlo 

lift slope of wring orxing plus bady, per radian 

wing span; also used as local body width in Appendices 

span of fillet measured from edge of body in plan view to 
junction with wing T.E. 

root wmg chord, at junction of wing and body planform 

wing centre-line ohoti when wing is tapered to centre line 

wing or wmg plus body lift ooef%.cient 

wing or wi 
about mean 

rq plus body pAteking moment, measured during tests 
q chord point 

C, at zero lift 

change in Go due to body or fillets 

maximum body diameter of test models 

body width at wing L.E. in generalised analysxs of AK, 
due to body 

body depth 

aercdynamic wing-body an&Le,nxasurad In degrees unless othorwae 
stntea 

angle belxecn no-lxft line of wing, and body Ntis 

position of aerodynarmc centre of wing or wing plus body, 
relative to L.E. of mean chord as a factor of c 
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= body front length ahead of L.E. of wing centre-line chord , co 

=body rear length aft of ting root quarter chord point 

=body rear length aft of T.E. of wing root chord, c 

=body mar length aft of T.E. of wing centre-line chord, co 

zz wing area taken as area of wing tapered to centre line in 
presentation of results, 
of general analysis 

or defined as preferred in application 

= velocity of free stream 

= volume of revolution of the body plan form = true volume for 
body of revolution 

=incidenoe of wing chord line to free stream 

= local angle of inclination of sir to body 

=aA= -m, 
I i- 

52 for wing of any aspect ratio 
CD2 

kio = value of A when wing aspect ratio q 10 

&5 = value of b when wing aspect ratio = 5 

E I 2ownwash angle behind wing at position of body centre-line 

e = angle, in degrees, of reflex of fillet Lower surface to wing 
no-lift line 

z mean value of $a from a given position shed. of wing down to 

wing L.E. 
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Potential flow forhiulae for ;ho and A% due to boay 

1. The formulae of Ref.5 and 6 

Using the notation grven in this report, It is shown in Ref.5 and 
6 that the overall moment on a body in potential flow is 

i T&z-, 
L 

5 @b')x .dx , 

where the origin of reference Ire s at any point on the body axis, 
where b = body width. 

Integrating by parts and writing m coefficient form 

q.p"# pb*.dx , 1 
2s; L 

independent of fore and aft position of orzgin. 

If the body does not affect the wing lift, at CL = 0 the wing 
has no effect and p = Constant, equal to -&, the angle between body 
axis and winE no-lift angle. 

& being measured in rdlans. 

&tin, 
dc 7x 2 
aa =- 

:' dp.b2.dx. ' 
2s: L da - 

I 
If the win@; Lift slope is tinaltered by the presenoe of the body, this 
gives I 'l,,. 

dC 
AK,duetob'ody=-$ 7c' 

=-- s ap 2,‘. -.b .dx. 
L 2as L da 

Wing height end body depth do not appear as variables in either 
of these formlzte, and both AC&, md 4 vary as (body wihth)2. 

Ahead of the vring g!* >1 due to upwash, 
da over the vsing da=0 

da ' 

a-d att of wing a@ - < 1 due to downwash. 
da 

Thus the part of the body 

ahbad of t'he wing has the dminating effect. 

For the models used in the systematic tests, b = the diameter D 
of the,aylindrioalbcdy, except for elliptic nose and tapered rear 
fairings. Writing b2 on the nose fsiring = @-(function of nose 
faking shape), we have, taking ongin 2t vnng L.E., 



LiY,duetobody=--?w 
2asz 

-D2 r 
Cc- 

SSii 

where 

0 

s 

igD2.&- (nose faking effect) 

43 o+n -I 

+ 
J 

7 
w 2 ra.b .dx for rear bodyi 

0 I 

nose faring effeot) + (rear body effect; 
1 

0 

F 1 ‘a@ 
-=- -.dx. 

/ dam da 
m 

:. AI& due to body (nose feiring effect) 

+ (rear body 

This is the expzwssion quoted in section 6.1 of the report. 
, 

2. Evaluation of the formulae for models tested 

were c2lulated : - 
For 9 in. dia. models on large-spa wing, the following values , 

Body coubinations -&m, for iv, = 2' -Aho for iw = Go 

0.0219 0.0656 
0.024.8 0.0/+2 
0.0276 0.0828 
0.0305 0.09% 
0.0334 0.1001 
0.0363 0.1087 
0.0392 0.1175 

The values are independent of wing height and fore-and-aft posltiw, 
and body depth. 

For the 13.5 in. din. bcdles, results are multiplied by 2.25. 
For the 4.5 m. bodies, results are multiplied by 0.25. 
For the small span wing (half area of big wing), values 31~: 
multiplied by 2. 

(ii) In order to evaluate the expression for AK,,, charts for 

a - and 3 ahead of the wing are given In Rcf.6; the values an based 
da an 
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on a plsm rectangular wing with no allowance for effects of body on 

local wing Lift distribution.' ap Behind the wing - = 1 -d" and 
da aa 

a simple fomula for downwash is given in Ref.6. The value of "a" , wmz 
lift slope, has been obtained frm test measurements. The following 
values of -4 due to body 9 in. dia. on the large span wing were 
calculated:- 

-!lIc, (large span itin& 9 in. dia. body) 

Front body no. 1 2 3 4 

Rear body no.1 0.086 u.i.06 0.125 0.1&l+ 

2 0.091 0,111 or130 0.149 
3 0.095 0.115 0,134 0.153 
4 0.100 OG120 0.139 0.158 

The values are independent of wing height and wing-body angle 
and body depth. 

For the 13.5 m. dia. bodies, results are multiplied by 2.25. 
For the 4.5 in. dia. bodies, results are multiplied by 0.25. 
For the small span vdng, Sz is halved, wing lift slope is altered 

and $. changes according to the charts of Ref.6. The values 

calculated for large span win,: now have to be multiplied by a 
factor nearly constant for all cases, mean value 2.4. 

0 Allowance for wing shape and body effect on lift seemed an 
unnecessary refinement, as the simple calculations made here show 
that the theory on1.y partly agrees mth test results in any case. 
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APPENDIX II 

l?ormla for AK, due to wing root fillets 

Consider fillet plan form as rear extension 
to wing, taken right across body. , -- 

The mean quarter chord shift is roughly I 

where cf = mean rearward extension due 
to fillet 

(6, by + D ef) b + b$y 
= (D + 2 bf) = D+?bf 

while sf = shaded area = (D t 2 bp)c + (D + bf)ef 

= (D + 2 bf)(c + df) - bf 6-f 

= (D + 2 b,*)(o + ef) approximately. 

. 
. . centre of pressure shift of wzg = 

AK, due to fillet = .Cf 
(C + Q)(D + bf) 

. 
4 s.5 

The lengths Cf and bf are assumed to be those of the fillet 
outside the mx&nm width of the body, =.e. the part of the fillet not 
seen in plan m.ew is ignored. 
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APPENDIX III 

Formula for AGo due to fillets 

Analysing the measured effects at constant a , 

For theflat plate fLUets of "medium" planform 

no,=-0,0055e ) (from measured lift change), 

Qn I O.O,Ijg 8 CL (from Fig.20) + 0.01 ACL 

= 0,002j 0 

where 8 = fillet lower surface reflex angle. 

The corresponding values for a plain flap of the dimensions of the 
fillets and the body in batwebn (as for Appendix III), have been 
calculated aocording to Ref.8, and 5." is found that 

L&a (measured) = 2.07AC& (oalculated) and. 

ACL (measured) = 1,3 ACL (oaloulated) . 

For the range of fillet planfcums ‘Ilkely full scale, the charts 
of Ref.8 can be simplified to give AC, and ACL, in terms of fillet 

L( 
dimensions ; thus 

and 

where hl is given in Rcf.8. 

Bor the"nonnal" fillet tkrckness, the thickness effect was seen 
in Fig.20 to be about 0.030 on A%,, nearly independent of ef. This 
oe.n be generalised on the assumption that it varies with fillet overall 
span and chord; hence 

(A(jsd)thickness = 4).2 
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J!inally 

(ACmo) due to fillets = 2.07 ACma (oak.) - 1.3 2 (ACL)(calo.) 
L 

y thickness effeot. 

= (0.046 + 0.08 

where Xl is given in Fig.5 ofRef.8 and = 0.5 to 0.6 for normal fillet 
chords. 

% If the no-tail Cm is being considered, - 
dCL 

may be large for an orthcdox 

with-tail aircraft. Eut if the overall trim change for an orthodox air- 
d“ 

craft, or the value of ,Cmo for a tailless aircraft, is being considered, $$ 

is usudly small enough for the second tannin the expression to bc ignored. 

It will be not-d that the f&mula derived above does not give 
Ago = 0 for 0 = 0, because the thickness term was unaffected by 0 for 
the range of values of 0 used in the analysis. At very different values 
of 0 from those used here we ms,y expect the thickness tern to vary in an 
unknown manner, and for 8 = 0, the value of AI& may or ms,y not equal eero 
depending on the shape of'the wing-body fau-ing. 

When bf, fillet width, is sero, we should expect A~ = 0. The 
above f'onnula, which uses (D + bf) 
for very small fillet widths. 

as a variable, obviously breaks down 

. 
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ALTLQDIX IV 

Accuracy of ,qeners.lised methods of prediction. and 
comparison with other data 

1. &$, due to body, no fillets 

The following table compares results from the systematic tests with 
values estimated by means of the charts of Fig.ZZ:- M 

I - 
r -AK, due to body I Test body iing Aspect MdY 

Ratio dia. E 
I 

Estimated 

5 

z 
10 
10 

4.5 
405 

1,c: 
3.5 
9 

9 

0.068 
0 .lOO 
0.289 
0.042 
0.244 
0.106 

(4,2) 

lb 

10 

*Range of various vring heights and angles relative to body. 

The table shows that the charts reproduce the test results on which 
they are based to a mean accuracy of + 0.004. 

The following table compares estimated and measured effects on 
various airoraft models. All the models were tested without fillets 
except for the Meteor, Bristol 175 and Stirling. In the first two 
of these the fillet is very small and cannot have much effcot. Aooording 
to the analysis of Appendix III the fillet should reduce -AK~, but no 
allowance for it has been made in ostimsted values given below:- 

- 
tef, 
(0 . 

T- -& due to body I 2 
c 

Airorsft model 

0 .ojo 
'Y1.038 to 
0 .olA 
0.057 

Est5mated 

0.009 
0.070 
0.107 
0.129 
0.036 
0.055 
0.034 
0.005 
0.020 

0.029 

0.036 

0.048 

HDrnet 
Brabason 
AyrSMI% 

Bristol 175 
ideteor 
G.0.345 
VsIIYpiF3 
N.A.C.A. model 

10 

2 
l3 

2 

16 

0.26 
1.98 
1.83 
1.96 
0.91 
1.27 
O.Gl 
0.12 
0.51 

0.76 

1.01 

1.51 

1.5 
2.67 
2,31 

:*z2 
1165 
0918 
2.91 
2.52 

2.27 

7.02 

1.52 
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Stirling 
Tagered b-i& 

o&r 

m n 
c c 

+ 

1.1 2.1 
1.1 2.1 
1.05 2.1 
1,5411*54 

-&$, clue to body 

k Brxstol 175 W&Y tested vnth 3 ungles of wing svrccpbnok. 
Value quoted here is extrdpolation to zero sweepback. 

Sweepback effects on AK, measured agree quite well 
with values estimated by Ref.9. 

* Extreme values for various wing heights and wing body 
aOgles. 

The table shows t&t, apart from the Eristol 175,:oaloulation 
and mea&red are mthin a mean agreement of +0.005. 

I 
2 AK, due to fillets 

The formula in &pen&Lx II, when applied to the systematic test 
model gives the follwing aomparison with measurement:- 

, ,  1 

~~ 

%iean of ~11 vdues measured. 

The agreement is satisfactory except for tho "large" fillet. 
The large fillet effect depends on a single case, and the zero "no 
fillet" run was not repeated at the time. It is likely that this 
single result is wrong. Hovzvcr, the practiwl size of fillet 
installations full scale is unlikely to exceed the 5aedium". 

There is very little adequate data from ad hoo tests, but the 
following table summarises what is available:- 

% . 

I Aircraft 
WdCl I E' /l2zs$s-l 

Brabaeon (large) 11 -0.025 -0.005 
"Dakota -0.011 +0.011 

* Tested without nacelles, which lie close to 
wing root. 

. 

. 
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These results are not m agreement with the formula suggested: 
it appears that the.formula overestimates the stabilising influence. 
In the case of the Dakota, the test result shows a destabilisation due 
to fillet, which aannot be conceived in the analysis of Appendix II, 

/, . < 
3 Ako due to body, .no fillets. 

‘ 
Comparisons of test measurements with the values shown on the 

charts of ixg.23 for‘the syntematd test model are given in the 
following table:- ' I 

I / 
I'est Wing Aspect Body- iw -Ac,no due to'body 

boti Ratio dia. deg. Bstime.tcd Measured 

;:: 2 2 0.007 0.0128 0.009 0.0135 
9' 

z-5 g 2 

0.0335 0.03.3 

0.0387 0.0035 0.033 0.0035 
4.5 

; 
0.0064 0.0055 

10 9 O"Ol35 *.0.0&85 tc 
0.0125 

(222) lo 9 2 0.0154 $0.014 to 
0.0175 

(32) 10 Y 6 orol+61 “‘0.0465, _ 
0.0545 

I ::; 1 10 10 13.5 9 6 2 o.om3 090402 P*OG 0.047 I 

- _ 

,  

I  

* Means for va~lous wing heights. 
.* 

The table shows that, apart frcm (1,l) 4"5 In. dia., and. the 
high value for (1,4) 10 in. dia., the.values estimated are allSwithin 
2% of the original test results. Of the two exceptions, the first 
is nume$.oslly to,o small to expcot a high accuracy, end the second 
refers to low wing, no fillets, which is a case whioh does not occur 
fullscele. 

The follanng tablo oompares test results on aircraft models 
wi'thout fillets, the exocption being the Bristol 175 which had a 
small fillet of unknown dimensions:- 

%msured 
T 

+marks> / 

Without snd,tith wire; 
on wing surfaoc. 
Turned-up' rear.Square 
body. 
Turned-down nose. 
Small fillet. 
Inaccurate data. 
Turned-down nose 
ati large oabin. 



biroraft ’ . ~ Model 

N.A.C .A. 

I----?& 
Model 

Manchester 
I&caster 
Tapere 

vri 0 

I  

:  

T 
Estmatecl 

0.016 

"0% 
,0:0125 
0.010 
O.Ql35 

1 

i 

!kmxmed 

0.025 
0.029 
0.018 
0.0125 
0.007 
0.026 

Remarks 

Mid.wing. Two fore- 
and-aft positions. 
High or lowwing. 

-Difficulty arises in defining the body axis in some oases. The mid- 
height line was taken for the Hornet; no allowance was made for the 
turned-down nose shapes. 

It is seen that the calculation agrees with measurement in 4 out of 
the 12 oases listed. In the other 8 oases, the odlculation underestimates, 
on an average; by one third to a half. 

I 
4 AQeo au< to fillets t ,,1. 

The formula of i.ppendixIII, when applied to the systematic test 
model; gives the following comparison for the fillets of “normal” 
thickIloss:- ' 

Fillet 
size 

small 
Medium 
b=(l)) 

b4&um 
(noseb) 
Large 

- 

d 

.’ 
8 
leg. 

12 
a 

2 
12 

, Estimated 1 Mcnsurcd 

t 
-0.006 
+c ,001 
-0.013 
-0.028 
-0.017 

12 '-0.024 

- 

-AC&~ due to fallotsl 
Remarks 

I 

L . 
-0,006 Mean for iw = 2O. 
-0.004 )Mcan for (1,2) and (1,4) at 
-0.015 1 iw = 20 ard 60. 
-0.024 , 
-0 .olJ3 .Mean for sill noses (4) at 

&, = 20. 
-0.015 Single reading ,(2,2). 

- 

The variation with e9 the reflex angle, is slightly overestimated 
because of the simplfication in the analysis that the thickness effect 
was independent of e (the "normal" thuckncss line and the flat plate 

. . . line .in Fig.20 arc not quite parallel). The large-fillet effect is 
overestimated; this is tho same as forAKn due to fillets. The greater 
value of - dc, for front body (4) 

1 d'% 
compared with front body (1) is . . 

reflcoted in measurement and estimate by an incrxnso in AI&, dae to 
/ ,J&Ulots. ~. < 

)> Comparison with avCxilcble ad hoc data gives the following table:- , I 

*, , r r ,( 3 

,’ I Brabazon 11 -0.030 -0.012 
%lkota +0.007 +0.002 
*Tested without nacelles (which lie 
olosc to wing root). 

. 



The overestmatmn on the 3rabazon iillght possibly be connected 
mth a shxldmg effect of the mng (2l$ thick, 3.3s camber, cusped 
section) at the low test Reynolds number. The changed sign for the 
Dakota fillet (due to the small mount of reflex) IS rcproduccd m 
the estimate, 

. 

. 
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TABLE I 

MODEL DETAILS 

I 

. 

. 

Gross-ama (tapered to 
oentre line) 

Span 
Mean chozd 
Centre line ohord 
Bout ohm+. 

. I 1 

Aspect Ftatio 

Taper Ratio 
Centre line t/c 
Ucntre line section 
Tip *t/c 
Tip scation 
C<*Cr 
Dihedral 

Sweepbqk of.5 chord 
Twist 

-s * 980.1 sd.in. 
-b 99 in. 
-5 
- 00 
-0 12.54 in. 

12.86 in. 

12.86 in. 

13.18 in. 

10 

490 sqan. 
y.y in. 49*5 in* 

13.5 in. 

(for-13.5 in. 
dia. body) 

(for 13.5 x 
9 in..body) 
12.22 3.n. 

$,fr zoGj 
12:86 

(for 4.5 in. 
dia. body) 

5 

line 

:1 
:8$ 

N.A.C.A.W8 
1% 

N.A.C.A.2412 
2% 

upper surface 
horizontal 

O0 
00. 

BODY For allbodies:- 

FLlipl5.c normel nose fkwing length 
Ellziptic short nose f&ring length 

16.2 in. =1.2 co 

Tapered symmetrical rear f&ring length 
7.2 in = 0.53 co 

27 in. =2 00 
Taperod turned-up rear fxi,inng length 27 in. 
Body diameters D 

= 2 o. 
4~5 in. 9 m. 13.5 in. also 13.5 in. &op X 

9 m. wide. 
Body lengths:- 
mJ m, F body front length measured from L.E. of rout and centre 
line chords respectively: n, n, = body rear lengths measured from 
T.E. of root snd centre-lxna chords respectively. 

1 - 
Body m. 

t- I m0 
z 

Front length - inches 
A = 1o -..._n;~ .- 

r 
_- A=5-- 

1 20.2 

;I $:f 
- . 

9 in. 4#5 in. 

20.36 20.28 
26.66 26.58 
32.96 32.88 
39.26 / 39.18 

9 in. 

20.52 
26.82 
33.12 
39.42 
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Rear length - inches 

“0 
n0 

-G 
n 

A = 10 A=5 
1 28.3 2.1 _. 29.02 28.78 28.54 29.26 28.78 
: W*9 34.6 3.031 2.57 W.62 35.32 4.l.38 35.08 41.1.4 34.84 W.86 35.56 I41.38 35.08 

’ 4 47.2 3.5 41.92 .47.68 &‘.l&+ 48.16 47.68 

Totel body length, L, is obta.ned by adding front, %, end rear-body 
length, no, and o. = 13*5 in. Valueh of N used in Pig.24 are 

-.&ain~d by adding 3co - = 10.1i.n. to values of no. 
4 

For Njb, divide 

by appropmate body dwmeter. 

;NINC;-BODY xmm0i-i 

,&ght' of wing centre line quarter chord point:- 

Lw wing 3.10 in..b&z&v body centre-line 
Mid wing on bociy centre-lina 

. High vdng 2-60 z-n. above body centxw-lane 

Wing-body,angle:- 

Gzmancttric O0 and 4" 

.4erodynk&c,i, 2O and 6' (measured relative to wing no-l%? line). 
WLng was~pivoted about wing centre-line qaa-tzr &o$ point: 

C.G.H)SLTION 

titching moments measured in test a3out wing centre-line quartor 
chord point: 
Fitching moment results referred to wing mean quarter chord point. 
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TABLE II 

Comparison of aircraft dxnens~ons iz.th test model 

Some dux3x3lons are a~proxlmate. Test model refers 
to 9 m. ha. bodies on,lzrgc-span iilng. 

c = mean cho$d; .c = z-pot +r$, D = body aa. at rang L.E.; . . I 
~TL = ;iody front length ahead of L.E. root chord; 

n = body rear length aft of T.i. root chord; 

i 

/ l;:50 16 1.6 ; 1y I i 

10 10 
3. 3+- 
0.75 o-75 ' 

4O 
0.63 ( f69 . ' 
1.4 ! 2.0 

10 .I 10 3 3 _ -i 
0.75 o-75 ' 

4O 
0.63 ( f69 . ' 

1.4 / 2.0 I 2*6 I 3-o I 

7 
9.1 

-2.6 I 
0.78 

2O 
0.69 
1.6 

2.5 

/, i.7 z.9 1 

0.78 0.78 0.76 0.76 

O0 O0 3*5O 3*5O 
0.78 0.78 0.60 0.60 
1.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 
2.5 2.5 2.6 2.6 

13 

39:; 
0.65 

3O 00 and 40 
0.62 0.70 
1.9 1.58 to 3.05 
2.9 2.24 to 3.71 



TABLEIII 

Aerdynmic characteristics of large and small span wings 

Wing 0 1 

kpect Ratio a OL CD %I 

10 -3.9 -0.149 o.om+ -0.0562 
-2.3 -0.029 -0.0518 
-0.75 0.105 -0.0473 
0.8 0.231 0.0122 -0.0430 

::; "0'::: . -0.0381 -0.0347 

i:;5 . :'22 0,609 . 0.0237 -0,0346 -0.0352 -0.0330 
10.15 0.945 0.0473 -0.0225 
11.7 1,013 -0.0122 

, 13.2 1.086 -0.0037 
%7 1.131 0.0755 +0.0015 
i6.j l-149 -0.0008 
17.75 1.149 -0,ooyy 
19.15 0.922 

5 :g -0.080 -0.0550 

-l:6 -0.018 0.040 0.0126 0.0120 -0.0511 -0.0469 
-0.55 0.100 0.0124 -0.0434 
0.95 0.196 0.0132 -0.0380 
2.45 0,286 -0.0315 
4.0 c.380 0.0196 -0.0257 

::z, Od+Bl 0.586 0.0335 -0.0209 -0.0192 
8.55 0.609 -0.0184 

10.1 0,776 0.0540 -0.0133 
11.6 0.849 -0.0047 
13.6 0.937 
15.65 1,013 

1.098 
0.825 
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TABLE IV 
, 

Typical.Lift~&dd'pitohing moment measurements on body combinations 

Xange of front body lengths on.raar body (4). Low wing, 9 in. &a. body, 
: ~: . Medium f%llet.s, large span acing, iv, z 6'. 

Pitching moments referred to vslng mean quarter chord point. 
. . . 
,, ̂  
a 

deg. 
-cJ r& AclJ iL $ AoM due to due to 

bW bo% 

MY (1,4) -4 (294) 

-2.55)' -0.105 -0.0922 -0.0365 -0.104 -0.1031 -0.0473 
-1.5 * I > - - -0.021' -0.Q899 -0.0374 
-1.0 0.021 s-O.0778 -0.0268 40.021 -0.0844 -0.0334 
-0.25 - - 0 .O& -0.0756 -0.0270 

0.6 0.155 '-0.0634 -0.0174 0.158 -0.0198 
1.35.- - 0.213 2 . 'gs -0.0143 

::: * .0.282 04.9 ?0.0495 -0.0342 -0,008l 0.0034 . 0.281 0.421 -0.0483 "0.0317 -0.0068 0.0056 
;'g" 0.696 0.551 

8:4 0.820 

-0.02U -0.0106 0.0137 0,02j4 0.556 0.702 .-0.0159 4.0021 0.0320 0.0188 

-0.0013 O.Oj27 0.824 1 +0.0107 0 6Ol&+ 

MY (3,4) SW (4~4) 
-2.55 -0 rlll -0.lll.l - - 
'-1.5 -0.021 

-0.0552 

11.0 ‘0.027 
-0.0978 -0.0453 -0.003 -0.1043 -0.0525 
-0.0906 -0.0398 ' 0.035 -0.0979 -0.0475 

';*,v . 0.085 0.152 

: 1.35 : 0.209 

‘-0.0800 '-0.0686 -0.0314 -0.0226 O.lOi ' 
0.17L 

-0.0853 
-0.0731 

-0.0281 -0.0374 

-0.060~ -0.0162 0.228 -0.0627 -0.0195 
2.1 0.278 '-0.0485 

' 

13.7 0.4l.8 
-O&O70 a.298 -0.0508 -0.0098 

‘-0.0276 ’ o.ooyy 0.436 -0.0263 0.0107 
5.25 0.549 -0.0096 

, 
0.0251 0.56'1 -0.6058 0.0288 

'6.85 ' 0.689 0.0043 ' 0.0383 0,726 0.0115 0.0459 
: 8.4 0.829 0.0210 0.0546 0.846 , 0.0297 0.0627 
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Change in aercdynsmic centre and C& due to bdy, no fillets 
- I. 

. 

. 9" diameter body, large span wing I 
The low wing measurements marked %' were n&e separately from the other tests. 

--.-. . -nrc, _ j -%o 
Wing height BdY ilv = 2' ! iM = 6' i\7 = 2' is, = 6O 

Low..:.... .1,1 _ 0.078 0.082 0.013 0.045 
192 0.081 0.083 0.0165 .o .ol&5 
133 0.0971 

j 
0.017" 

::'; : 
293 

,:x: . I OJOL 
1 

::,"i;; - 0.0;45 
.0.106 0.121" ! 0.9195 0.0195* 

::; .Odu. , , O.ll&" ' 0.022 0.0221 

p'; 

: 

4:4 
- - r0o.lJ+O- O.l63" 0.02251 0.0235"' ' 

0pl58* O.O?jO" ( , 
. 
. 

Mid Set A Sot B , Set A Set B 

1.1 0.084 0.080 0.073 0.011 0.010 0.035 
1,2. 0.088 0.083 0.077 0.0135 0.0105 0.0395 
l,3 0.0885 0.088 0.012 0.043. 
l,4 .0.098 or094 0.087 0.015 0.0135 0.047. 
2,l' 0.110 ' 0 "101 oeo145 . 0.044 
292 '0.112 Oh106 Ok105 0.0x.& ~.a&? 
2,5 0.115 Oh1085 0.110 

u.017 
0.019 0.015 0.048 

2~4 0.113 3 

' 

cl;110 0.016 * 0.055 

:G 
3:3- 

.0.136 '0,128 0.127 0,116 0.123 0.0165 0.021 0.016 . ‘ 0.0515 0.0555 
I 0.129 Oil245 7 0.017 IO.057 

;:: / 0J.a 0.128 '0.145 . 0.018 ' 0.0585 0.0615 

g; t / 0.159 0.152 0,152 0.150 0 0.144 0 I&+ 0.0235 0.019 0.0195 -.0&l.. 0.0700 0.0645 

High 1,1 0.076 0.0095 
L2 0.082 0.011 
L3 0.088 O.Ollj 
l,4 O.GVO 0.0125 
281 0.104 o.ol.4 
212 0.106 0.0145 
2,3 0.111 0.016 
::: i 0.115 0.129 0.0175 0.0165 

:5 

3:4 

0.129 0.135 0.019 0.0175 

0.137 0.019 
i:: 0.149 0.150 Or020 0.0205 

0.152 0.021 
0.155 O&195 



TAELE VI 

Effect of 3lmned-Up Rear End of tidy 

9" dmeter body, large spm wing 

Datum cases marked with ' * were repeated. at same time as turned-up body tests. 

Wing 
Position iy i ‘Ody I 4 

2~3 
2,4 

High 20 2,2 

-% 
I+ 
Turned-Up f&mIletri0a1 

Rear 

0 a0954 
0.098" 
0.104~~ 
0.092 
0.097” 
0.102 
0.108"‘ 

TABLE VII 

ECfect of Nose Shape Vanat~on and Cabin 

9m-diamet,er body, lay span wing, i, = 6O 
low wmg, me lum fillets 

Totel.body fkont length 1s not altered by change in nose-shape 

Nomai faring case was tested at same time as 
both shortwnose and cabin tests 

Nose shape -din -Ac, 
0 

0.071 0.0227 
0.080 0.0254 
0.117 0.0370 
0.124 0.0392 
0.125 0.043. 
0*123 0 JJ455 I 
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TABLE VIII 

Ef'feot of varyin,q bofiiy drammeter and depth and wing SW 

Mici Ning iv; = 2' 

The "ratio" tabulated is ths value for 4.5" or 13.5" 
diameter bodies divided by the vnluc for the 9" body. 

SC%’ 
Oombinatior 

1,l 

b3 

3,l 

3,3 

sizb 

4.5" Dia. 
9" ma. 
1345" ma. 
9" x 13.5" 

4.5" Dia. 0.028 0.32 
9" Dia. 0.088 1 
13.5", ma. 0.165 1.9 
9" x 13.5" 0.096 s.0 

4.5" Dia. 
9" Dia . 
i3.5" nia. 
y”‘x 13.5" 

4.5" ma. 
9" Dia. 
13.5" ma. 
9" x 13.5" 

T -AK, ' . 
-Qb 

I 
A I: 5m.y /A=lOting A = 5 wing A = 10 wing 

Value: ii: 1kti.c Value: 

0.064 
0.184 

, 

, 

0.026 
0.082 i 

I. 

0.146 
0*08l+ 

o.o!&c 
0.125 
0.W 
0.135 

0.042 
0.137 
0.258 
0.149 

3.32 
1 
l*i3 

.* 

3.32 

:.9 

0.31 

:.9 

0.068 
0.199 

0.092 
0.290 

o-095 
0.321 

1 0.0115 1 0.0250 1 / 
0.030 2.6 
0.0145 - 

3.32 0.0055 0.38 0.0115 O.j3 
1 o.ol45 1 0.0300'1 

i 

0.034 2.3 I 
c.oq - 

0.31 0.0055 0.31 0.0135*o.a 
1 0.0175 1, 0.0330 1 

0.042 i2.4 
I 0.019 I j - 
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TABLEIX 

Change in aerdynsmic oentre and C&o due to body, medium fill,ets 
. 

_ _. 
9" dia. body. Wge span wang. $owwing. 
IWmsJ. fillet shape. Reflex 0 z-120 and J.6' . . 

-nKn 
.BoaY 

“cm0 

181 0.067 0.067 0.002 0.022 
132 0.068 0.070 0.001 0.025 

?: 
2:1 

0.079 0.079 0.074 0.075 0.0015 0 a0005 
: 

0.0275 0.0285 
0,opo 0.089 0.0035 0.030 

292 0 -093 0,092 0.004 0.0315 

22:; ' 0.095 0.102 0,098 0.102 0.0035 0.0035 0.0335 0.0355 

::: ~O.ro7 ‘0.112 o.u5 0011: 0.004 0.0055 0.038 0.039 
;;g , Oe120 0.120 

~0.126 

0.125 0.123 0.136 0.008 0,005 0*0055 0.042 
' '0.043 

0.0435 

2: .0.132 0.130 as138 0.143 0.0035 b.008 o-0455 0.049 
434 0.137 O.&l+ O.OOG 0.052 

TA2LE x -- 

&ange in aerodynamic centre and Cm0 duo to body, small and large fillets 

grit dia. body. Lxrg6 ;pan wing. Low wing. 

Normal fillet shape. Rtiflex 0 = 12O and 16' 

Fillel 
si.5-3 

small 
small 
small 
SIlUlll 
Sd.1 
L3nd.l 
Small 
Large 

2,3 

:I’; 
4:1 
2,2 

0.092 
0.100 
0.108 
0.116 
0.121 
o&6 
0.090 

~ 0,072 
0.120 

0.101 0.011 
O"Ol30 
o.ol.47 
0.0132 
0 .oll+.u 
0.0025 

b = 60 

0.035 

O.O@ 

1 



'B?eot of fill'& refI'& ad t&ckness on -&i ard -G due to bo&y 

9" dia. body. Large span wing. LOW u&g. 
The no-fill& 'and with-fillet measurements'~~ero mde at the SEUIE tune. 

BdY 

1,2 

134 

b2 

- 

%I 
- 
20 

20 

60 

I 

I 

~ 

‘1 

- 
. 

Raflex ' 
Angle 8 Fillet Thickness 

L 
no fillet 

a0 normal 
0 II 

;zo , )I 

no fill& no fill& 
8O 8O nOIT% nOIT% 
-0 -0 u u 

$0 I, '/ $0 I, '/ 
120 120 Fill& filled out Fill& filled out 

no fillet 
0 

% 
norml 
nom&l 

16O 
200 

flat! p,bte 
flat plate 

0.081 
0.070 
0.071 
0.069 
0.092 
0.0775 
0.079 
0.060 
0.073 
0.083, 
0.069 
0.070 
0.050 
0.043 

-*%I 
0.0165 
0.0135 
0.0035 

-0.0060 
0.0185 
0.0133 
0.0040 

-0.0067 
0.0096 

,0.0483 
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TAr3LE XII 

Effect of fillets oomparad mth no-fillet mcasuremcnts 
,* 1 
- 9'!' dia. body. Lxgo sp-m mng. Low wing. 

r 
1 Fillet 1 Fiilet 

h‘Lyl. Size Thickness 

. I 
Fro1 - 
1,1 
w+ 
232 
2,3 
294 

::: - 
l,i 
I,2 
b3 
W 
291 
2,2 
213 
2,4 
3rl 
392 

:2 
4:1 

ti;- 
it:4 - 
%2 

Frcxl 
1,2 
124 
132 
194 
192 
b4 
194 
I,2 
1,2 - 

X and X 

NO?.Tld. 

NOT.-iEd. 

NOY.Tlld 

Filled ou 
Flat p1a.t 
mat p1at 

.l?illet reflex Change in 4% 
9 deg. ' due to fillet: - / 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
i2 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

,12 
'12 
12 

.- 12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

: 
12 
12 
16 
16 
12 

--., 

16 

16 

16 
16 
16 
1.6 
1G 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16- . 
1.6 
16 
1G 

-CL:08 
-0 .OOZ! 
.l.o.o03 
-0.008 
43.001 

-0.011 
-o.Oll+ 
-Gal2 
-0.013 
-Cl .csL5 
-0.015 
-0.015: 
-c-.911 
-0.017 
-0.Gl7 
-0.m 
-0.015 
-o.ay 
-0.019 
-0.023 
-0.GIL7 

16 
20 / I 

I 

L,~ = 6' 
-- 

-0.006 

-0 .OOl 
I- 

-0.011 
-0.012 
-0.017 
-0.017 
-0.016 
-0.016 
-0.0125 
-0.011 
-o.oog- 
-0.012 
-0.012 
-0 .OlO 
-o.ooy 
-0.013; 
-0 .OlO 
-u.OlO 

-_ -._ 

-0.013 

XOl4 

-0.032 
-0.039 

Change in -AC,. o 
due to fl.llcts i 

lw = 2O $, = 6O ' 

! I 
I / 
1-0.010 

-O.OOtii - ; 
-0.0065 I-o.ooilg ; 
-0.00651 - 
'-0.0073 - 

1 
/ 

- I - i 
- j . j 

----A-+ 
G-o.oii !-0.023. 
-0.0155 -0.0235 
-0.01651 - 
-0.017; -' 

-0.013.5l-0.02; ~ 
~0.016 / - 
r0.0185 - 

- I ,^ - 

- I : -0.017 
-0.017 j - 

M. -1 -. 

, 
+~015 i i 8 - : _ 

$.' i ’ 
i ’ 

KJo:oo3 ' -0.0165 
-0.0052'.. ._ L_ 
-0.013 -0.025 i 

-“*0145 - -0.0225 - i 

-0.025 
"i- / -0.00891 - 

I 



Analysis of test re'sult‘s'k LX% dua to'body.(see seotion 6.1 of text) 

NO fillets 9 zz (-A&,) , _ 
or? 

Wing 
ASpeOl 
Ratio 

10 

I , 

I/ 

. . 

. I. 

.5 

191 1.58 2.24 2.80 
192 
b3 
b4 3.71 
291 
292 
293 

St 2,4 
s 3,l 
* 32 . . i 2.73 

5>00 

9 z.n.14.5 in 
dia.l dia. 

3.43 
3.57 
3.88 

"i'2 
4::7 
4079 
4093 

;% 
5165 

2:;; 

2eg6 
3.18 
4.75 
5.08 I F 

4.56 

4-74 

6.96 

7.26 

4.16 

kzf 
6123 

T 
I . I 

I 

13.5 in 
dia. 

0.82 

0.81 

0.85 

0.88 

C-5 in. ,I 
dia. j 

1.33 j 
I 

1.22 / 
1 

$1 
1.29' 

1.29 

r< 

1.41 
1.36 
1.27 
1.23 

,' 

Ratio '5/n, 
1 \> 

B&Y item 
9 i&. dia. 4.5 in.:ckn. VC&K? n5 = value of a for' 

A.R. = 5 wing. 
191 0.85 _ 

'0.82 
0.91 

133 Go91 O&7 A, = value of n for 
391 0.80 0.86 A.R. = 10 wing. 
3,3 I 0.90 0085 

51. 
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Ara1y~F.s of test results on Ntin due to bcdy without fillets 

i 

Bodies of revolution only. f = (-A&) . sG 
Vol.&, 

t: 
414 

I. 

191 
l,j 
391 
3,3 
121 I 

:I: I: 
3:3 

I: 
191 

:? 
3:3 
171 

::: 
i: 
I . 

333 
/ 
I” 
i - 

191 / 6.9 10 
1,2 I 7.6 
1,3 i 8.3 

LG.41 
11.1 

4.6 lo 
5.5 

2:: 
L3.a lo 
L6.6 
~6.6 
19.4 

6.9 5 
a.3 

9”:: 
13.8 5 

L 

3ody dia. 
D in. 

9 

13+ 

44 

9 

4 

-r- 

0 1, 

! 

1hw.n (-A%,) 
3. ye = 20 

.ll wing height 

0 .Oll 
0.013 
0.0135 
0.015 

! 0.0145 
0,016 
0.0175 
0 eO18 
0.017 
0.010 
0.019 
0.0205 
0.019 
0.021 
0.0215 
0.021 
c.0225 
C.OjO 
0.034 
ir.042 
G.COj5 
o.oc35 
0.0355 
O.CO55 
O.Ol.95 
0.025 
0,030 
0.033 
0 .o@J 
0.0095 
c.0115 
0.0135 

~ . 
% = 60 

1. Lid vdng only Lw = ” 

0.035 10.0175 
0.0395 io.ola5 
0.043 0.017 
0.047 ,0.017 
0.044. 0.0205 
0.p465 0.0205 
0.048 0.020 
0.055 IO.019 
0.0515 
o-0535 

/0.0215 
Ig',o(g 

0.057 8.' 
0.0615 0.020 
0.0505 0.022 
0.061 0.022 
0.0645 '0.021 
0.070 :O.OlT 

0.016 
*The three ,0.017 
values for '0.019 
low wing 
onxtted !::::z: 
as CU. 10.018 
rcbout 
O.CO8 
higher ad 
would not 
gxvc fair 
mean value 

IO.028 
10.02j 
IO.155 
'O.i'i6 
0.019 

10.029 
'0.0285 

t 

0.022 
0.02Oj ' 
0.020 
0.020 
0.0225 ) 
O.O?lj 
0.0205 ) 
0.021 

, 
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FIG. I. G.q. OF LARGE SPAN WING AND 
9” DIA. BODIES. 
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FIG. 4 
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FIG. 4. DETAILS OF FILLETS . 
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FIG. 5, 
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FIG. 6. 

. 

FIG. 6. EFFECT OF WING HEIGHT AND ANGLE 
AND WING ROOT FILLETS ON LIFT. 

NoRWAL FILLET SHAPE: AND REFLEX, 
BODy(2,2), 9” DIA: LARGE SPANWNq. 
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FIG. 12. 
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FIG. 13 & 14. 
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FIG. 13. DIAGRAM OF BODY FORCES AT CL= 0, 
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FIG. IS. 
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FIG. 1s. EFFECT OF BODY DIAMETER AND 
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FIG. 16 & 17 
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